Quiz 1 study guide

2021-04-30

Quiz will be.

Key things to review for the quiz:

- Reading assignments and discussions
- Lectures (including guests) and discussions
- Slides (when used)

Things not on the quiz:

- how to use IBM Cloud
- how to use Watson Assistant

For example, the details of how to train a particular cognitive system are not on the quiz. However, the ideas behind how a cognitive system is trained could be on the quiz.

As I said in class, the quiz will be focused on understanding and application of the ideas we have discussed. Since it is open book a memorization quiz would be pointless.

Once you begin, you will have 75 minutes to complete the quiz. All quizzes must be completed between 10AM UTC Monday 30 April and completed by Tuesday 01 May 10AM UTC. To determine your equivalent local time from these times you can use the converter here.